Introduction
In the conventional laser-induced ion acceleration, proton beams have a broad energy distribution. The broad energy distribution of laser-accelerated proton beams is unsuitable for clinical purposes. Thus an energy selection system (ESS) using a bending magnet is essential for generation of Bragg-peak. The purpose of present study is to derive and propose an optimum method by using varying magnetic fields for effective generation of the Bragg-peak.
2. Carbon-proton mixture target using Particle-In-Cell simulation A circularly polarized laser pulse can be employed for radiation pressure acceleration (RPA) of ions. In this process, bunches of proton particles in a thin target can be accelerated by the radiation pressure of a laser pulse, then generated quasi-monoenergetic ions (1). We modeled a realistic target (a plastic or diamond-like carbon foil with contaminants) based on a carbon-proton mixture target. Using the two-dimensional Particle-In-Cell simulation code, we invsetigated the interaction of a petawatt laser pulse with a thin mixture target.
3. Description of the energy selection system with varying magnetic field Our simulations were based on the energy selection system proposed by Fourcal. (2) To generate the spread-out Bragg-peak, we additionally employed a varying magnetic field system consisting of a series of beading magnets and three-collimator system. The first collimator is positioned behind the target with 5 μm size. Next, the second collimators (energy selection collimator) were designed to have a hole with various diameters from 1 mm to 5 mm. The third collimator was designed to have 10 mm in diameter. In order to find optimum size and position of the energy selection collimator having sharp Bragg-peak, we calculated depth dose and energy distribution for each model case of 1 mm to 5 mm of hole size and 2 mm to 7 mm of collimator position with different magnetic fields. Finally, the water phantom (50 x 50 x 50 cm 3 ) was positioned at the end of the ESS. The system was implemented by Monte Carlo simulation (Geant4 version 9.2.p02).
Simulation results
In the First series of simulations, we investigated the energy distributions per laser pulse after passing the ESS with various magnetic fields. Fig. 1(a) and (b) show the case of the 2 mm and 4 mm collimator hole size, respectively. For each energy distribution, the magnetic field strength applied was 2.5 T, 2.9 T, 3.2 T and 3.5 T, respectively. As the magnetic field was increased, the mean energy of the proton beams also was increased. The hole size was changed from 1 mm to 5 mm with a fixed center; as the hole size was increased, the energy bandwidth of proton pass through the ESS was increased. Fig. 2 (a) and (b) show the depth dose distribution for protons with 2 mm and 4 mm energy selection collimator sizes. As the magnetic field was increased, the peaked energy and energy width were increased. As a result of its increased energy width, distal range (90%) and practical range (10%) were increased. Fig. 3 shows the magnetic strength and relative energy spread (δ E / E peak ) with collimator position for 157 MeV and 228 MeV proton beams. For the smaller relative energy spread, the collimator's distance from the z-axis should be increased; but as the controllable magnet strength in a real experiment is limited, we set the distance to 5 cm.
Discussions and Conclusions
We simulated laser-accelerated proton beams using ESS for generation of Bragg-peak. Our results suggest that the ESS with magnetic field variation can effectively generate a Braggpeak suitable for use in proton radiation therapy. Our ESS can be applied to pencil beam scanning proton therapy because there is no scattering material in the beam path. 1660-70 (2003) .
